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Abstract—Most Virtual Learning Environments do not provide support mechanisms for the integrated planning, construction and follow-up of Instructional Design supported by Learning Analytics results. The present work aims to present an authoring tool that will be responsible for constructing the structure of an Instructional Design (ID), without the data being altered during the execution of the course. The visual interface aims to present the critical situations present in this ID, serving as a support tool for the course follow-up and possible improvements, which can be made during its execution or in the planning of a new edition of this course. The model for the ID is based on High-Level Petri Nets and the visualization forms are determined by the specific kind of the data generated by an e-course, a population of students generating sequentially dependent data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ID is the step of the construction of online courses in a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE), where customization questions, pedagogical and instructional techniques are specified [1]. The support for the planning of this step based on past instructional experiences is known as Learning Analytics.

VLEs are responsible for providing content, means of interaction and activities to people who are geographically distant or with unavailability of common time. However, most VLEs do not provide support mechanisms for ID, and the planning, construction and follow-up processes are carried out separately [2]-[4].

High-level Petri nets can be used to meet this need. These nets have a mathematical and formal basis that allows the development and monitoring of systems [5]. More precisely, high-level Petri nets, such as Colored Petri Nets [6], allow the modeling of activities, the specification of path constraints, and the individualization of marks, creating an environment suitable to planning (Prior to the course) and monitoring activities performed by students (at run time) in VLEs.

The High Level Activities Net (HLAN) is a notation that brings up the necessary features to meet the requirements of ID planning and its follow-up at run time. The HLAN uses a formal basis a special class of Colored Petri Nets [7], supplying their needs and characteristics and thus becoming specific to the type of process to be modeled.

A HLAN allows you to specify activities and their interdependencies, and the status of individuals and groups realizing these activities. Such characteristics are fundamental in an ID process. Integrating such a net in a VLE, the model allows monitoring students’ activities during a course execution, thus identifying students at risk and badly planned DI points. Tracking runtime activities also allows you to store details about ID execution over time, creating a history of the course. This history can be analyzed by Learning Analytics algorithms [8], producing information pertinent to the improvement of future ID.

Learning Analytics [9] is the approach that uses the data generated during the application of a course in order to understand and improve the learning process. A valuable support for this understanding and improvement may be the visualization of aggregates of the data as adequate graphics, allowing a quick interpretation and perception of important indicatives of the courses and their students. This can facilitate the analysis of the data, increasing the cognition and understanding of the generated information [10].

The Authoring Tool for Instructional Design (ATID) [11] intends to support the building of the ID of a new course, using the HLAN notation and features, and to go along its realization, keeping all data generated by the participants. An adequate use of this data can point out significant indicators about the performance of a class, such as the level of income and motivation of the students, factors that can determine directly the performance of the class [12].

Information obtained through Learning Analytics techniques should be viewed in an efficient and easily understood manner by teachers, students and coordinators. The visualization of educational data allows to identify important knowledge about the productivity of classes, the level of commitment and motivation of the students, and factors that can influence directly the learning process of the students. Based on this fact, the computational data generated during a course and the information that was processed can be used by specialists. In order to allow a fast interpretation and perception of important indicatives of the course and their students, the presentation of the information as a summary in an understandable manner by teachers, students and coordinators.

This paper presents an authoring tool for the creation of High-Level Activity Nets, its integration in a VLE and connected with a Data Visualization Tool which follows the
running of a course and analyses the quality of past achievements of a course.

II. ACTIVITIES NETS AND DATA VISUALIZATION

This section describes the main concepts used in this work. First, the HLAN concept, with its symbology, is explained.

The concepts of Data Visualization for Learning Analytics are then presented, since it was used to analyze the information obtained through the course.

A. HLAN

A HLAN is a graphical model used to plan and follow the process of developing a project [13 (5-icalt)]. A HLAN can be used as a structuring tool for ID, as it contains the necessary elements to model activities (simple and compound), events (criteria for activating an activity), artifacts and allows to describe parallel and concurrent flows of a course.

An HLAN is a high-level Petri net with a more expressive notation, since it contains elements for the representation of composite activities, events, and artifact repositories, in addition to that, each activity can have time attributes [13].

An Activities Net can be modeled with the graphical elements shown in Table I. The meaning of the links of activities and transitions is as follows:

- A link from a basic activity to a transition means that its execution is a necessary condition for enabling the transition. It will be enabled to fire when all incoming activities are marked on the outer ring. Transition triggering removes the hallmark of input activities.
- A link from a composite activity to a transition means the same as for the basic activities, except for a special transition called the sub-net input transition (snit). The snit has a composite activity as input and is enabled when it is marked on the inner ring. The execution of snit moves the mark to the middle ring of the composite activity.
- A link from a transition to an activity means that the transition trigger marks the activity on the inner ring. An exception is a special transition to a composite activity, called the sub-net output transition (snot). Its firing moves the composite activity mark from the intermediate ring to the outer ring.

An example of a HLAN is shown in Fig. 1. The HLAN shows the sequencing of activities, including the repositories required for its execution. In the example, after the third activity the student has two alternative ways to go further in the course, one of them has two independent activities to be realized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Activity - A mark on the inner circle indicates that the activity is being performed; A mark on the outer circle indicates an activity finished, enabling transitions to other activities that depend on it. An unbranded element indicates that the activity is disabled.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Activity - is an activity performed by a subnet associated with it. A mark on the inner circle indicates that the activity can be started. A mark on the middle circle indicates that the subnet is running, and a mark on the outer circle indicates that the subnet has terminated its activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository - stores artifacts produced by activities and that can be used by later activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition - is the transition between finished activities (or subnets) and subsequent activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishes links between activities, events, artifacts, and transitions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Represents a markup on the network. It determines the state of the activity (running, disabled, or terminated).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event - Allows you to model the conditions necessary for triggering a transition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Example of a HLAN

An ID is well formed when the corresponding HLAN that represents it does not contain certain connections that may compromise its execution. The situations in which an Activities Net is compromising are: when it is not possible to continue network execution (deadlock) and when an activity becomes useless and does not have to be terminated.

Since a HLAN can be mapped to a Coloured Petri Net the corresponding Reachability Graph of this net allows us to check if the HLAN is alive, that is, the network comes to an end (no deadlock occurs) and it does not leave unfinished activities. The Reachability Graph of possible states of the net must be a lattice, allowing a single final state, representing the end of the course [14]. This check is necessary so that IDs are well planned and do not cause problems during the running of a course.
B. Data Visualization for Learning Analytics

The planning of a course is the purpose of the ID process [15]. In the activity of analysis one must know the students, their context and the activities that best fit their profile. From this, the organization of the course, and how it will be managed, must be defined. Finally, a formative evaluation takes place and the revision of the instructions is carried out. Learning Analytics techniques allow, in addition to analyzing information about student performance, extracting and analyzing information about the progress of a discipline [9].

From the analysis performed on the student profile data, the defined ID model, and the learning information produced during the course, the teacher can introduce improvements in his discipline. Also, historical data from past editions of the course can support the improvement of ID.

Data visualization, in essence, consists of a visual representation of a set of data in the form of an image within a mental model, which corresponds to a mechanism of thought by which man tries to understand how objects are in the real world [16].

As in textual representations, projected images are designed to create a kind of visual correlation with a situation expressed by a mass of data. Data visualization also has advantages in the degree of human perception and can significantly improve both the quality and the quantity of information that is presented through the generated computational images [16]-[18].

In an educational context, data visualization should reflect the sequential nature of the generated data, each of them reporting quality aspects of a learner. Therefore, visualization will have a structure of a directed coloured graph, specifically a tree.

III. AUTHORING TOOL FOR INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

The use of a HLAN integrated in a VLE permits to follow the activities of the students during the execution of a course, allowing to identify students at risk and critical points of the ID.

A tool for this e-learning process, called ATID - Authoring Tool for Instructional Design [11] was created, which allows the creation of HLANs integrated into a VLE that provides student information during the course.

The ATID allows to create the structure of the ID of a certain course, defining all possible sequencing of course activities, priorities, validation rules for each transition and execution periods. The created net can be used during the course execution storing all generated data for on-line assessments or as the basis for a new course model. Validation rules for allowed steps forward in the course are defined as Guard Conditions assigned to the transitions of the Activities Net.

Fig. 2 shows the layout of the tool, in its first version, with the editing of a network of activities.

IV. CASE STUDY

This section presents a fictitious course that contains alternate and parallel activities. The activities are defined based on activities carried out by actual distance courses.

The HLAN of that represents the course as a whole can be seen in Fig. 3. In this structure, eight alternative paths were defined for the course. The purpose of this course is to verify how the different profiles of students behave different in the same course.

Students have eight different possibilities for completing the course, including alternative paths and also the need to perform the final evaluation again if they have not reached the required grade. Thus, each combination of these alternatives is a different way of doing the course. The analysis of each path separately allows a better identification of the possibilities that the students possess.

The completion of the case study depends on course performance data. Since such information is difficult to access, in this work, a learning simulation was performed.
The Student Profile is defined from the combination of the four dimensions defined in the Learning Style [19]. In total, 16 profiles were defined (combination of two possibilities for each of the four profiles), which are: P1 (active, sensitive, visual and sequential), P2 (reflective, visual, and sequential), P4 (active, sensitive, verbal and sequential), P5 (active, sensitive, visual and global), P6 (reflective, intuitive, visual and sequential), P7 (active, sensitive, verbal and global), P9 (reflective, sensitive, verbal and sequential), P10 (reflective, sensitive, visual and global), P11 P15 (reflective, intuitive, verbal and global), P14 (reflective, intuitive, verbal and global), P13 (reflective, intuitive, verbal and global).

The evaluation of the Case Study was performed through 20 repetitions for each of the 16 profiles of students defined for each Path proposed in this course.

Each activity receives a number for its identification in the analysis. The eight paths are identified as C1 to C8.

Profiles P1, P2, P5 and P10 have been disapproved in all paths, indicating that even in the course providing alternative paths there is still a need to reach groups of students who have difficulty in taking the course because they have a learning style different from the style adopted by the course.

Profiles P7, P8, P9, P12, P13, and P16 were approved in all paths. Such profiles are strongly connected to the profile of the course.

A. Improvements in the ID

From the performed evaluation, the more adequate path is the path C1, in which 12 of the 16 profiles were approved. Particular attention should be given to the profiles P1, P2, P5 and P10 that did not fit in any path provided by the course. For such profiles, it is necessary to propose a course focused on their characteristics, which have in common being sensitive and visual, which is not attended to by the activities proposed in the eight paths of the course.

In order to meet the profiles that did not get approval in the course, the analysis performed in the projected paths, one has:

- Activities c0 and c1 were those that had the highest number of disapprovals and should be altered (as shown in Fig. 3);  
- Path C1 was the one that obtained the highest number of approvals, being considered for the improvement of the course.

Fig. 4 shows the ID proposal for the Fictitious Course considering the analyses performed with Learning Analytics and the results obtained.

The ID presented in Fig. 4 contains the insertion of a new path for approval of student with profiles P1, P2, P5 and P10.

V. THE DATA VISUALIZATION MODEL DaVID

The data visualization model DaVID-Data Visualization for the ID was developed with the aim of presenting a clean, intuitive and easy-to-use interface that allows the analysis of a course both during its running.

An ID offers several ways to carry out a course. These paths are presented as an acyclic-directed graph with a single ancestor (tree), whose nodes represent activities and edges the
sequencing relationships between activities (Fig. 5).

The color assigned to each node represents the performance of the group of students in that activity, that is, the color tone associated with a note is taken for each student and the average is calculated.

For students who drop out the course and for activities that do not have concepts (note), the assigned color will be white (Fig. 6). At the end of the last activity a node is added for each student who completed the course through the corresponding path (Fig. 6). This is an optional function, since if a class has too many students enrolled, this visualization would not be adequate, and a single note represents all students.

Fig. 5 Partial View of the Possible Paths of ID

Fig. 6 Identification of the Dropping Student

Thinking about very large student groups, the module can be configured so that it does not display all students who finished the course this way but only one node representing all students who have completed the course along this path (Fig. 7). The color of this node would be in accordance with the criteria presented previously for the performance representation of the group of students.

Clicking on the node representing a group of students a screen will be displayed listing all the students who have completed the course by this path. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that for each of the students who completed the course on Path 1 a graphical representation is shown indicating the path traveled, where each circle represents an activity and the color represents performance.

If the teacher wants to see more details about the performance of a specific student, just click on the student's name that will be displayed detailed information about each of the activities performed, including notes, time spent on each activity, and personal information such as: Age, sex, school of origin, etc. (Fig. 9). In the screen that presents the details of the student, two tabs are available that aim to detail the performance of the student in each activity. In the first tab, Bar Graph, bars are provided that represent student performance in each activity.

Fig. 7 Aggregated Student Information
In Fig. 9, two bars are presented side by side for each activity. The first represents the concept of the student in an activity and the second is the average obtained by the group in the same activity.

In the second tab, a Gantt Chart gives details about the completion times of each activity. This graph shows the time spent in each activity through a timeline, in addition to showing details related to the execution of each activity, such as the start date of the activity, when it was completed, the number of accesses, the number of Days for the activity and note (if this activity has a note) (Fig. 10).

In addition to listing students by specific paths, it is also possible to list all enrolled students who have completed the course, regardless of path. The data visualization module allows the teacher, through the complete listing, to select a group of students according to a pre-established criterion, in order to cross the information obtained by this group of students to find specific patterns. The teacher can order the list of students by: better performance, worse performance, longer time to complete the course, shorter time to complete the course.

It is also possible to use a filter, where the teacher can select the students by range of notes. The order functionalities and filter by note interval are found on the left side of the screen, as shown in Fig. 8.

Taking as example the possibility of the teacher ordering the list of students by the final average, he can select a specific group of students. For instance, selecting only the first six students, it is possible to generate a new visualization with the paths of these students (Fig. 11). The purpose of this functionality is to identify the success paths from the students who obtained the highest income. The same thing can be done to identify the paths that present problems, the paths of success and failure by profile, age, sex, etc.

The graphical representation of an ID is given by the corresponding HLAN of the course in question. The Activities Net shown in Fig. 1 represents the ID of a specific module in a computer programming course. This HLAN shows that the ID...
allows the student 16 ways to complete this module, if the ID takes into account the order of parallel activities in each of the bifurcations.

To interact with the data visualization module, it is necessary to click on a certain node (activity), where it will show information about the number of students that went along the path to this activity, as well as the number of students that got high score (>= 7), as well as those with a medium grade (5 <= and < 7), a low scale and those who dropped out (Fig. 12).

The second display option corresponds to a line chart, which shows the performance of the student group up to a specific activity (Fig. 13). Each color represents a student. If the teacher wants to see the specific performance of a student, just click on the name that corresponds to this student and will be evidenced the performance of this student. This type of visualization has a relevance when you want to observe a trend of notes per student group by a specific path or set of activities.

The data visualization module has a customizable area that allows users to filter the data, taking into account the student profile, generating a new view based on this filter. To do this, simply access the settings menu and enter the necessary parameters to generate the visualization according to the chosen profile (Fig. 14). This selection is important to identify trends in choosing ID because you can compare success paths and problematic paths based on specific profiles.
As stated earlier, the last nodes represent students who have reached the end of the course, either individually or as a group. Therefore, it is also possible to obtain information about a student or group of students. The process is the same presented for the activity nodes. Clicking on the node that represents the student will display the Gantt chart, which shows the time spent per student in each activity, as shown in Fig. 10.

The DaVID model can also be used during the running of a course. In this case, a partial graph of the situation of the students can be visualized at a certain moment (Fig. 15) and the time-line until a certain time t.

Clicking on the node that represents the student group of a specific path, a timeline chart is displayed, which shows, chronologically, how the students are doing activities on that path (Fig. 16). This type of visualization shows the progress of the activities per student, highlighting those that are in the term, delayed or advanced.

Because the data visualization module evidences information through graphics and color, the use of color may be a problem for users with color blindness. To solve this problem, the module allows the use of a suggestive emoji to identify the success or otherwise of that activity (Fig. 17).
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a proposal for the integration of tools for the construction of ID structures with the use of Learning Analytics techniques for the evaluation and improvement of these structures. The ID structure allows a precise monitoring of course applications and the corresponding authoring tool keeps all generated data in a database. Since the volume of this data may be large, a visualization tool has been proposed to synthesize the information contained in the data and present it visually.

Since the HLANS, as model for the ID, are based on High-Level Petri Nets, a completely sound specification of a course structure is guaranteed. The existence of a tool for the creation and using of HLANS, allows to keep all data generated by a course in a database. The visualization tool follows the sequential order of a course execution giving a precise mirror of the quality of the course, allowing route corrections and planning of improved editions of the course.

The visualization tool has been validated successfully alongside the application of a computer programming course.
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